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Human Rights and Civil Rights: The

Advocacy and Activism of

African-American Women Writers

Jacqueline Jones Royster & Molly Cochran

Royster and Cochran use the words of African American women writers to enrich our view of
intersections between American civil rights discourses and the discourses of human rights as a
global concept. They focus on both individual and collective activities of the women and
contextualize this activism within the larger framework of the rise of individual human rights
language in twentieth century international relations.

. . . in every human Breast, God has implanted a Principle, which we call Love
of Freedom; it is impatient of Oppression, and pants for Deliverance, and by
the Leave of our Modern Egyptians I will assert, that the same Principle lives
in us [enslaved Africans in the United States]. God grant Deliverance in his
own way and Time, and get him honor upon all those whose Avarice impels
them to countenance and help forward the Calamities of their Fellow Crea-
tures. This I desire not for their Hurt, but to convince them of the strange
Absurdity of their Conduct whose Words and Actions are so diametrically
opposite.

—Phillis Wheatley, ‘‘Letter to Samson Occom,’’1 11 February 1774

1Sam Occom (1723–1792), a progenitor of Native-American literature, was a Mohegan minister and

political leader who worked to protect the cultures, traditions, and practices of indigenous peoples. He

was an advocate for their political autonomy, spiritual well-being, and their education, as evidenced by

his associations with Dartmouth College.
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This essay disrupts the view that civil rights activism in the United States and

human rights activism around the globe occupy different discourse horizons,2

asserting first that the separated view is an under-interrogated framework,

especially when considering that civil rights and human rights are both anchored

by notions of human dignity, social justice, social courage, and social action.3

Further, we assert that an analysis of African American women’s writings over

time through the intersections of these lenses offers provocative springboards

for a more inclusive understanding of this dynamic convergence. Finally, this essay

highlights several compounding factors in the twentieth century related to the

emergence of human rights within the arena of international relations, noting that,

historically, concepts of human rights and human dignity functioned within the

specific authority and purview of nation-states, rather than as a universal concept,

and underscoring that over the twentieth century there was a transformation in

this operational pattern that has given greater visibility at the level of national

and international governance to the notion that all human beings have natural

rights that transcend national boundaries. This change, in turn, has made more

visible the longstanding, under-acknowledged linkages between civil rights dis-

courses within the United States and human rights discourses around the globe.4

At this convergence of human and civil rights, the work of African-American

women writer=activists becomes instructive. Civil rights discourses as discourses

that have been shaped within the authority and purview of the United States as

a nation state, in effect, have cast the notion of civil rights as ‘‘human’’ rights

in shadow, rather than within the scope of civil=human rights as a coherent

and rightful universal concept. By contrast, African-American women writers, as

specific exemplars of civil rights rhetoric in the United States, have persistently

linked the two, indicating in their writings an abiding ideological commitment

to the idea that all human beings, regardless of personal identity or geographical

location, are endowed with the dignity of being human and innately deserving of

rights by virtue of being human. Thus, when we examine civil and human rights

through the eyes of African-American women writer=activists, we see, first of all, a

2A simplistic measure of this positioning is a keyword search of a top-ranked research university’s library

(The Ohio State University). ‘‘African Americans Civil Rights’’ yielded 1,346 entries. ‘‘African Americans

Human Rights’’ yielded 194 entries.
3For a complementary argument about connections between civil rights and human rights, see Kirt

Wilson’s Keynote Address at the 2010 Public Address Conference on Human Rights, ‘‘More than Civil

Rights: The Fight for Black Freedom as a Human Rights Struggle.’’ Also, as noted below we are distinguish-

ing between human rights as a set of values, policies, and practices exercised by individuals and groups and

human rights values, policies, and practices that function universally in international relations and thereby

beyond the boundaries of nation-states.
4In presenting this analytical framework, we note the persistent ways in which the master narrative of

self-determination, peace, and justice for all gave rise to special allowances among the Western powers, cre-

ating various illogicalities for those not in power, a situation that, as we explain with more detail below, has

pushed persistently the double-edged sword of hope and rage=despair.
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history of resistance to any compartmentalization of civil and human rights,

but secondly we also notice that their claims and arguments offer a compelling

rationale for this separation of horizons to be more robustly interrogated as a

sociopolitical construction.5

An Illusion of Difference

Inside the shell of the national mythos of the United States (our deeply seated

systems of cultural memory and belief), civil rights discourses are viscerally and

inexorably linked to American slavery as a United States institution that was defined

by the legal labeling of human beings as chattel or ‘‘non-human’’ beings without

status and without human or civil rights. This racist and ethnocentric framing of

African Americans as ‘‘non-humans’’ existed historically in conjunction with the

discomforting framings of others who are similarly colored by issues of race, lan-

guage, culture, caste and class, including, for example, the servitude of indentured

whites, the genocide of indigenous communities across North America, the dis-

criminatory treatment of various peoples who have migrated across our southern,

western, and eastern borders, and the imperialist occupation by the United States

of various territories, for example the Hawaiian Islands (1898–the present), the

Philippine Islands (1899–1946), and Haiti (1915–1934). Within the shell of ‘‘nation,’’

all of these mythological imperfections have been comparably mis-aligned with

motifs of the United States as the land of the free and the home of the brave. Their

realities do not match the master narrative of freedom, truth, and justice.

Certainly, provocative discourses about freedom, justice, and equality have

emerged and flourished for centuries via this set of discontinuities and interrelation-

ships and continue dynamically within contemporary arenas. However, historically,

such arguments within the context of the United States as a nation, rather than as an

international leader of nations, have not gained a presence in human rights discourses

with a capacity to affect significantly heroic master narratives or motifs related to the

moral leadership and socially conscious service of the United States to the world.

Within the shell, the nation has challenges; outside of the shell, it is persistently posi-

tioned, and positions itself, as an advocate for and protector of the rights of others

around the globe, despite these internal challenges. In other words, as PhillisWheatley

suggests (1774) in the opening epigraph, over the full history of our nation, internal

discourses about human rights have occupied disconcerting and strangely absurd

sidebars in opposition to national policies and practices.6

5The analytical framework for this essay is drawn from Royster’s larger manuscript project, currently

entitled A Nation Within: Utopian Desire, Radical Action, and the Voices of African American Women.
6In addition to its linkages with Christian discourses, Wheatley’s quotation also suggests the impact of

Enlightenment values on human rights discourses and a more inclusive approach to human dignity and

human rights. Further, a case can be made that Wheatley positions herself as a witness to this ‘‘absurdity,’’

the discontinuity between the words and actions that prevailed so dramatically during her era.
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Historically, instead of linking civil rights discourses and activism at home with

the avowal of human dignity and human rights around the globe, American civil

rights are mapped in the national imaginary as ‘‘peculiar’’ (Stampp, 3), much like

the institution of slavery itself to which such interests have been affectively linked.7

In affective rather than cognitive constructions, these discourses are positioned

inside the United States as annoying, as an inconvenient and unfortunate weakness

in our national rationale. In effect, affective constructions relate justice, fairness,

and equity at lower levels of generality to issues of race, caste, culture, language,

class, and later gender, than at more abstract levels of generality with regard to

human dignity, human rights, and the pursuit of human possibilities. Conse-

quently, when the specter of discontinuities arises between policies and practices

at home and policies and practices abroad, typically, they are quite immediately

re-cast in their affect, not as human rights issues, but as curious and vexing

mis-alignments within an otherwise normal national landscape.

As vexing peculiarities, the operational expectation for civil rights discourses is

that they should quite necessarily be over shadowed by more reasonable and

realistic claims for national attention, in light especially of the national motif of

the United States being the champion of truth, liberty, and justice—except, per-

haps, when enactments of civil rights activism spill over chaotically and cannot

be ignored as in times of crisis: a civil war, organized uprisings for sovereignty

or social justice, boycotts for fair and equitable treatment, the aftermath of the

Hurricane Katrina disaster, and so on. In turn, these spillovers need to be treated

affectively as ‘‘surprises’’ to be contained, ‘‘handled,’’ re-cast in manageable terms.

As surprises, spillovers can be set aside as innocuously as possible within the

national purview, as abnormal and not in the interest of human rights at home.

Attention is re-directed to acknowledging annoying imperfection while sustaining

national image and authority.

Given this type of affective contextual framing, the effort to take civil rights dis-

courses more seriously as rightly and reasonably connected to human rights as a

universal value brings to bolder relief within the national shell our most deeply

seated taboos—principally, the messy and often unspeakable problematics of race,

caste, class, gender, language, religion, culture, and so on, the very elements that

have shaped and defined American civil rights discourses. Often, these discourses

function as difficult, if not impossible dialogues that make those who look too clo-

sely at them or speak too directly about them appear vulnerable to labels of extrem-

ism, scarred and blinded by the effects of peculiarity and abnormality, and subject to

feelings of guilt, rage, and despair. This process of mythic circumcision, persistently

positioning civil rights with a wariness, excises civil rights within the discourse arena

as symbolically profane and ‘‘untouchable.’’ Civil rights activism, as an internal

rather than a universalizing discourse, becomes an aberration that we would have

7For a book-length treatment of affective mapping, see Flately.
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go graciously unnoticed, so that we might focus instead on images and definitions

that stand with propriety in the heroic terms of the nation state as the land of the free

and home of the brave, with the mythos of a free and just society safe, secure, and

still largely undisturbed by these peculiar, peripheral critiques.

This affective positioning indicates that, while civil rights has been an amazingly

vibrant arena of research, scholarship, writing, and activism for more than the two

hundred plus years of our national existence, this arena remains essentially unto

itself, as a ‘‘museum piece’’8 surrounded ultimately by silences and veils. William

E.B. Dubois articulated this positioning in 1903 as the ‘‘problem of the color line,’’

as life ‘‘beyond the veil.’’ In 1944, Gunnar Myrdal called it ‘‘an American dilemma.’’

In 1984, bell hooks linked it to the sociopolitical dynamics of margin-center

relationships. Since then, many contemporary scholars, such as Kirt Wilson, con-

tinue to point out interconnections between the discourses of American civil rights

activism and human rights. Arguably, however, despite such efforts, there remains a

deeply seated tendency to keep these discourses in separated categories, with civil

rights considered to be distinct from and peripheral to human rights debates,

focused on the consequences of a peculiar history within the national arena and

occupying, as it were, a different conceptual space—as a sidebar or an afterthought.9

African-American Women Activists and the Concept of
Human Dignity

As I study present day problems and touch them, I am more and more convinced
that we need just such an organization as you are fostering [the International
Council of Women of the Darker Races] . . . If we are to be a part of the world’s
program and find favor for our needs we must also learn to share our little.

—Addie Hunton, Vice President of the International Council of
Women of the Darker Races, in a letter to Margaret Murray
Washington, President 1924. (Hoytt, 55)

The social activism of African-American women functions boldly amid the ‘‘pecu-

liar’’ discursive context of American civil rights. The continuities of oppression

experienced by this group have been well documented over the last three decades.

8This use of ‘‘museum piece’’ mirrors the use of this term by Spitzack and Carter (407).
9Insightful and compelling as a discursive framework, the quest for ‘‘civil rights’’ as a response to the

disempowering conditions and effects of slavery, rather than the quest for ‘‘human rights’’ as a global con-

cept, has been the norm in scholarly analyses of racial oppression in the United States. Examples of civil

rights scholarship include leading scholars, such as: Stampp; Woodward; Gutman; Franklin; Sundquist;

and others. More attention to the connection of struggles in the United States for civil rights to struggles

globally for human rights include: Eric Foner; Anderson; Henry J. Richardson, III; Shuler; Soohoo, Albisa,

and Davis; and others.
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As rhetors, they have been passionate advocates for freedom, social justice, and

sociopolitical change—speaking out courageously as witnesses to oppression;

inventing organizational structures and using systems, processes, and resources

strategically and creatively to define, enable, manage, and sustain change;

maximizing opportunities; creating legacies of possibility. While their advocacy

has been anchored by their lives and conditions within the United States, they have

proclaimed, nevertheless, intricate connections between their status and needs and

the larger human enterprise. Instead of linking their resistance to their own racial

identity or even to the combination of their race, class, and gender identities as a

challenge to national authority, they persistently have defined themselves by

their humanity, their human dignity, and their rights to justice, equality, and

empowerment within the human enterprise.

So, what does it mean to assert that African-American women have had a global

vision of their social activism, have connected themselves in a politically and

socially conscious way with the plight of others, and served as steadfast witnesses

to oppression as a global concept? What does it mean to claim that their advocacy

of civil rights has been consistently linked to human rights, rather than just to a

questioning of agency and authority in American race relations? As suggested by

the preceding discussion, it is to say that African-American women writer=activists
have drawn on the idea of and language of human dignity to make social justice for

all of humanity, including themselves, a priority. In underscoring this connection

between human dignity and social justice, we bring to bolder relief the extent to

which these writer=activists function well beyond the more simplistic terms of

their drawing strength from religious beliefs to bear witness against oppression.

This connection between civil and human rights makes clearer that, in addition

to whatever spiritual grounding may be evident in their actions, these writers also

have used this conceptual linkage to go beyond spirituality and Christian morality

to establish, as well, traditions of social, economic, and political critique.

First of all, by necessity, with the positioning of African Americans as

‘‘non-human’’ chattel, African-American women activists were not simply

required in their acts of persuasion to demand civil rights because of the general

‘‘degraded’’ status of their race or their lack of agency and authority in a racist and

ethnocentric society. They were quite literally called on to engage in the already

larger project of reclaiming, after centuries of oppression and abuse, their own

humanity and the potential of that humanity, an activist project that continues

into the twenty-first century, for example, through the participation of African-

American women in the work of transnational feminisms.10 Historically, however,

10Space limitations do not permit a full explanation of how transnational feminist scholarship (e.g.,

Alexander and Mohanty) has enriched contemporary human rights discourses or how women of African

descent, including African-American women writers, continue to be pacesetters in making insightful

connections, analyses, and interpretations.
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by their resolve or their personal tenacity, the very first order of business was to

claim and proclaim the right to be human and to be treated humanely in social,

economic, political, and cultural contexts. Consider, for example, the statement by

Maria Stewart in her first published essay, ‘‘Religion and the Pure Principles of

Morality, The Sure Foundation on Which We Must Build’’:

All the nations of the earth are crying out for liberty and equality. Away, away
with tyranny and oppression! . . .Many think, because your skins are tinged with
a sable hue, that you are an inferior race of being, but God does not consider
you as such. He hath formed and fashioned you in his own glorious image,
and hath bestowed upon you reason and strong powers of intellect . . . and
according to the Constitution of these United States, he has made all men free
and equal. (29)

Stewart did not separate racist oppression in the United States from her sense of

what should be appropriate for human beings. Instead, she offered testimony, a

rationale for its place within the scope of ‘‘all the nations of the earth’’ who were

‘‘crying out for liberty and equality.’’ She connected her sense of natural law (i.e.,

the hand of God) with human dignity and human rights, but also with the U.S.

Constitution, making the connection that slavery is un-natural and inhumane

by ‘‘divine’’ decree, but also un-lawful.

African-American women advocated for their race (and themselves as the

women of that race) to be treated with respect as socially and ethically responsible

human beings with a full range of human potentialities, including their desires to

function as intellectual beings with agency and authority over their own lives but

also as rightful citizens of the nation and the world. Being socially and ethically

conscious, however, they did not limit their visions of possibilities to themselves

and their own ‘‘degraded’’ group in the United States, or limit the obligations

to advocate for social justice to themselves either. They extended this conceptual

framing to articulate social and ethical responsibilities as inclusive of all. For

example, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, the most well-known African-American

woman creative writer of her day, delivered a speech entitled ‘‘Woman’s Political

Future’’ in 1893 at the World’s Congress of Representative Women. The conven-

tion was held from 15–22 May in Chicago at the Columbian Exposition during

‘‘The Civil and Political Status of Women’’ session. Harper stated:

Let the hearts of the women of the world respond to the song of the herald
angels of peace on earth and good will to men. Let them throb as one heart uni-
fied by the grand and holy purpose of uplifting the human race, and humanity
will breathe freer, and the world grow brighter. (Logan With Pen, 46)

While Harper sustained the anchoring of her ideological positioning in

Christian motifs, she amplified the connections between human dignity, peace,
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and justice to the existence of ‘‘human’’ as the quintessential qualifier for ‘‘race,’’

and human rights as the cornerstone for national and global happiness.

The linkage between human dignity and social activism helps us see that the

greatest hopes and expectations of African-American women writer=activists
during this era were not simply to achieve freedom and social justice through

their civil rights activism but to write themselves onto the human landscape. In

pushing for full membership as human beings within human societies with human

rights, they raised for themselves and everyone the notion that the rights of

human-ness are innate, and that this factor carries with it social and ethical obliga-

tions, not just for African Americans but for all. In basic ways, they honored the

maxim to ‘‘do unto others as you would have them to do unto you’’ as a bedrock

principle, not for the existence of human rights, but for the exercise of human

rights in full measure—which they positioned as the global enterprise for all of

humanity, an enterprise that is not controllable by the vagaries of nations. By their

testimony, being human equals acting humanely toward all, regardless of status,

condition, place, or peoples.

Consider also Ida B. Wells-Barnett who articulated a similar view. Wells-Barnett

was a world renowned journalist and crusader against lynching, which she articulated

within the terms of both civil and human rights as savage and unlawful acts of terror-

ism. In a speech delivered at Tremont Temple on 13 February 1893, she railed against

the Republican Party, the party of Abraham Lincoln. In her view, they were not fulfil-

ling their commitment to champion human liberty and human rights as the law of the

land. She harkened back instead to an earlier generation of outspoken national leaders

who actually stood up for their beliefs in humanity and human rights, unlike the

Republicans of her era who remained silent in the face of terrorism even as leaders

with the authority and ethical obligation to do otherwise. Wells stated:

I long with all the intensity of my soul for the Garrison, Douglas[s], Sumner,
W[h]ittier and Phillips who shall rouse this nation to a demand that from
Greenland’s icy mountains to the coral reefs of the Southern seas, mob rule shall
be put down and equal and exact justice be accorded to every citizen of whatever
race, who finds a home within the borders of the land of the free and the home
of the brave. (Logan With Pen, 98–99)

Wells-Barnett was a champion of human rights as the rights of citizenship. Her

core argument was that there was a disconnect between the national belief in

America as the land of the free and the home of the brave and national policy

and practice, which permitted mob rule against its citizens to go uncontested.

If the persistence of African-American women activists in framing civil rights as

rooted in human dignity and human rights were all of the story of their ideological

linkages between these two discourses, then it would be a meaningful story. How-

ever, these individual connections are not all. There is also a story of collective

international action. Consider two examples of the ways this group extended
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the scope of connectivity beyond national boundaries and crafted, not just as a

bare-boned and disembodied ideological claim to freedom and justice, but indi-

vidual and collective commitments to global human rights.

A prime example is the activist work of ‘‘race woman’’ Mary Church Terrell, a

founder and the first president of the National Association of Colored Women

(NACW), founded in 1896 as the first cohesive national network of African

American women to address social and political issues. Terrell was an affluent, well

educated, well traveled, multi-lingual woman who was well versed in international

affairs. Her experiences in connecting American civil rights and global human

rights constitute a striking example of the direct and active participation of

African-American women in both discourses through collective action, and their

deepening understanding of the need to declare, by both their cognitive and affect-

ive insights, the importance of social justice as a global concept. In her autobiogra-

phy, A Colored Woman in a White World, Terrell discussed several moments of her

participation and leadership, among them the two moments chronicled below.

In 1904, Terrell was invited to deliver two addresses at the International Congress

of Women on 13 June in Berlin, Germany. As the only woman of African descent

invited to speak, she reported feeling the weight of representing both African-

American women and the whole continent of Africa. She described presenting one

speech fluently in German and a second one fluently in French, and indicated how

affirmed she felt that she was able to place the problems and issues of women of

African descent within the purview of such an esteemed international group of

women in languages that they knew and could understand better than English

(Terrell, 197–208). In other words, Terrell offered persuasive testimony about the glo-

bal expanse of the human landscape—connecting herself to histories of oppression,

the desire for freedom and justice, and the right to human agency and authority.

In another instance, Terrell explains that in 1918, after World War I, her alliance

with the Peace Movement was growing. She narrates how she received a letter from

the Woman’s Peace Party, a section of the International Committee of Women for

Permanent Peace, inviting her to be one of the American delegates to the Women’s

International Congress on Peace and Freedom which was held in Switzerland, in

April of 1919, five months after the armistice was signed. As Terrell explains, the

American delegation selected her to speak to the convention on their behalf. How-

ever, she also wished to present a resolution protesting the ‘‘discrimination, humili-

ation and injustices perpetrated, not only upon the colored people of the United

States, but upon the dark races all over the world’’ (333). The resolution caused con-

siderable controversy among the delegation but, ultimately, after various attempts to

thwart Terrell’s efforts, she was permitted to read the following resolution:

We believe no human being should be deprived of an education, prevented
from earning a living, debarred from any legitimate pursuit in which he wishes
to engage or be subjected to humiliations of various kinds on account of race,
color or creed. (333)
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That same evening, Terrell presented her address fluently in German, as one of

only six speakers. She made several points related to the focus of the meeting.

However, as she sought to do in the resolution, Terrell also proclaimed that:

A lasting peace is impossible as long as the colored peoples [races] are subjected
to injustice simply because they are colored, and as long as they are prevented
from learning and being trained in any of the activities leading to the pinnacle of
human aspirations and for which they possess the natural ability, energy and
dedication. (Women’s International League of Peace and Freedom, 213–214)

In her discussion of this distinctive moment, Terrell explained how gratified she

was to be chosen to speak on behalf of the American delegation and their commit-

ments to world peace, but she also explained how painfully aware she was that:

There was not a single delegate from Japan, China, India or from any other
country whose inhabitants were not white. For the second time in my life it
was my privilege to represent, not only the colored women of the United States,
but the whole continent of Africa as well . . . it finally dawned upon me that I
was representing the women of all the non-white countries of the world. (Terrell
331–2)

Terrell was aware that her voice represented African Americans and served as

witness for millions of absent others. While Terrell did not emphasize directly that

her ability to participate in these gatherings was enhanced by the fact that she was

a ‘‘white-skinned’’ African-American woman, she did explain directly that the

Europeans generally did not recognize that she was a ‘‘colored’’ woman and that

in her speeches she was determined to make her racial identity clear to all. By all

accounts, Terrell did bear witness in this international context ‘‘for the darker

races’’ and did so quite eloquently.

A second example of the global reach of African-American women writer=

activists emerges from their own organization of the short-lived International

Council of Women of the Darker Races—as indicated in the quotation at the

beginning of this section from Addie Hunton. In a document dated 10 November

1924, Margaret Murray Washington, president of the NACW from 1914–1918 and

spouse of Booker T. Washington, records the formation of the group as four years

before in 1920.11 She reports on the first public meeting in Chicago at the Bethesda

Baptist Church, stating that the organization grew out of the vision and desires of

leaders in NACW with the purpose of:

. . . the dissemination of knowledge of peoples of color the world over, in
order that there may be a larger appreciation of their history and
accomplishments and so that they themselves may have a greater degree of race

11This explanation is based on Eleanor Hinton Hoytt.
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pride for their own achievements and touch a greater pride in themselves.
(Hoytt, 54)

Washington also reported that in attendance were NACW members and two

young women students from India; that there were written or oral reports on con-

ditions in Haiti, Cuba, the Virgin Islands, and West Africa; and that the group

committed to two specific actions: ‘‘forming of Committees of Seven everywhere’’

and ‘‘securing of a closer cooperation and understanding between colored and

white women in this country’’ (Hoytt, 54). The research of Eleanor Hoytt confirms

that the Committees of Seven did indeed organize study groups, recommend read-

ings, and promote the reading of African-American texts in the public schools, and

express concern about understanding the conditions and status of women and

children in West Africa, Haiti, Cuba, and India—going on field trips to various

countries and engaging in philanthropic activities in support of international

education projects (55).12

A closer examination of the history of African-American women’s participation

in civil rights discourses over time confirms that they made their own contribu-

tions to what we understand by human dignity and the importance of making

human rights the subject, not only of American justice, but international justice

with discrimination toward none. However, to acknowledge this participation

properly and to ground their contributions both historically and theoretically, it

is important to have at least a general sense of linkages between human rights

and international politics in the twentieth century. Although a thorough account-

ing of this history is beyond the scope of this brief essay, the section that follows

acknowledges a few critical points.

Establishing Human Dignity and Human Rights as a Global Value

. . . they [the United States of America and the United Kingdom] respect the
right of all peoples to choose the form of government under which they will live;
and they wish to see sovereign rights and self-government restored to those who
have been forcibly deprived of them . . .

—President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Prime Minister Winston
Churchill, ‘‘The Atlantic Charter,’’ 14 August 1941

12Note that elite African-American women broadened their horizons in the twentieth century through

foreign travel, with increasing numbers participating in both individual and organized trips. By the

mid-twentieth century, foreign travel had become a booming business among this group, as evidenced by

the highly successful Henderson Travel Agency, founded in 1955 by African-American woman entrepreneur

Freddye Henderson in Atlanta, Georgia. Furthermore, the push to be philanthropic was very much in

motion, as verified by Gill’s discussion of the community activism of beauticians in Beauty Shop Politics:

African American Women’s Activism in the Beauty Industry (2009).
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Statements like the one above, made only months before the entry of the United

States into World War II, underscored two competing points. First, in the practice

of international relations in the early twentieth century, rights discourses in inter-

national arenas did not pay much heed to the rights of individuals. Only states, not

individuals, had personality in international law. The diplomacy of this period

lacked an actual discourse of individual, rather than collective, human rights.

The welfare of individuals—if thought about at all—was understood to be best

realized in the protective shell of the sovereign state. Universal human rights in

international relations discourse did not surface in a substantial way until the

mid-twentieth century via the emergence of the Peace Movement and the League

of Nations; the joint declaration of the Atlantic Charter by Great Britain and the

United States; the formation of the United Nations in 1945; and most dramatically

with the passing of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights.

In essence, after the ending of World War I, liberal internationalists, con-

cerned that no war like World War I should ever happen again, encouraged

the building of an international institution to ensure lasting peace, the League

of Nations, which formed in 1919 with its first council meeting taking place

in 1920. While ultimately the League failed, the effort enabled critical expressions

and the development of a discourse that linked the welfare of individuals with

the possibility of world peace. Writers such as John Dewey and J. H. Tufts

argued, for example, that the value of social institutions at any level—

sub-national, national and international—is whether they ‘‘equalize opportunity

for all’’ and develop our capacities as human beings (431). Dewey saw the

League of Nations to be a failure in this respect, however, because it was a forum

of governments alone, not peoples, and those governments were still in pos-

session of their sovereign right to declare war.

Others participants in the discourse, inspired by similar principles connecting

peace and social justice, viewed the League to be a starting point, however flawed,

and tried to influence the shape of the new international organization through

advocacy. One such attempt was made by the Women’s International League of

Peace and Freedom (WILPF). Interestingly, through the work of transnational,

non-state organizations, and new forms of diplomacy conducted through the

channels of newly minted international organizations (such as the International

Labor Organization established in 1919 through the Treaty of Versailles) and

the League of Nations (1919–1920), human injustices began to receive some

redress at the international level. Agents such as these gave rise to the creation

of international societies with connections across national boundaries. Because

these organizations were not governmental organizations, the imperatives of state

interests were either absent or modified, and they were able to cajole action from

states and to encourage cooperation between states in areas where there had never

been cooperation before.

In other words, nongovernmental international organizations exercised influ-

ence on issues of international politics that directly impacted the welfare of
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individuals and their human dignity. Examples include: the coordination of

humanitarian assistance to relieve food shortages both during and immediately

after World War I; the raising of matters of self-determination as represented in

treaties reached after World War I; the intervening of the League of Nations in

the election in the Saar region of Germany to ensure the democratic autonomy

of individuals in the region; and the developing of recourses against discrimi-

nation, authorizing individual petitions to the Mandates Commission for depen-

dent territories within the League of Nations. These actions are important in

themselves for work they did towards reinforcing a concept of human dignity.

Still, there was no language of human rights to concretize a commitment to the

justice of individuals in international practice. Individual human rights were still

held as the purview of nation-states (including the United States) to attend,

manage, and monitor—or not.

The formation of the League of Nations brought the advent of a formal inter-

national organization composed of nation-states which not only paid lip service to

the connection of peace and security with social justice issues, but created a com-

mittee, the Sixth Committee on Social Questions, to bring these concerns under

the purview of the Secretariat and its work. Even so, human rights work was

not seen to be the REAL work of the League. The Covenant of the League had

no explicit human rights language, a gap that was due principally to a stand-off

between Japan and the American and British delegations. These delegations were

working aggressively to avoid a racial equality clause that the Japanese wanted.

Having such a clause, however, was terribly worrisome for the United States, given

its legacy of slavery and racial discrimination, and for the British, given their

worldwide colonial enterprises. Furthermore, at the end of the day, the League

of Nations did fail, and in the 1930s another World War was rising. Despite this

basic failure, however, the League succeeded in furthering the cause of human

dignity and human rights, as suggested, for example, by World War II being popu-

larly identified as the war ‘‘to make the world safe for democracy’’—for freedom,

truth, justice, human dignity.

By fits and starts, the spirit of commitment to human dignity and human rights

steadily gained traction across the twentieth century with the advocacy of many

individuals and groups in Western countries,13 but also with the activism and hard

work of many more in non-Western countries worldwide. By mid-twentieth cen-

tury the ground began to shift and nation-states were prepared to build the dis-

courses of human rights in a more robust way. This conceptual framework

came to be employed more regularly in international diplomacy, and more

organizations were founded to articulate, advocate for, and protect human rights

(e.g., WILPF and the International Council of Women of the Darker Races). One

13For example, prominent writer H. G. Wells drafted an international bill of rights in his New World

Order.
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such advocate was Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who was elected U.S. president in

1932 when the League was beginning to decline.

Roosevelt was a firm believer in the connection between international peace and

security and the welfare of humanity, as evidenced by his 1941 State of the Union

Address. There he argued that aggression grows out of human deprivation and

persecution and named the four freedoms:

. . .we look forward to a world founded upon four essential human freedoms . . .
freedom of speech and expression—everywhere in the world . . . freedom of
every person to worship God in his own way . . . freedom from want, which,
translated into world terms, means economic understandings which will secure
to every nation a healthy peacetime life for its inhabitants . . . freedom from fear,
which, translated into world terms, means a world-wide reduction of arma-
ments to such a point . . . that no nation will be in a position to commit an
act of physical aggression against any neighbor—anywhere in the world.

After World War II, Roosevelt was a key player in the formation of the United

Nations, the new organization that would take up the cause of peace and security

started by the League of Nations.

One of the first commissions to be established at the United Nations was the

Commission on Human Rights. First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, a human rights acti-

vist in her own stead, was named Chair. Using the concept of ‘‘Four Freedoms,’’

she and the drafting subcommittee navigated well the complex challenges of

articulating a ‘‘universal’’ vision of human dignity and human rights and crafted

an international bill of rights.14 Interestingly, the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights (GA Res 217 [III] of 10 Dec 1948) was not a legally binding document. It

was presented instead as a moral argument (similar to the positioning of the more

recently crafted Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, adopted by

General Assembly Resolution 61=295 on 13 September 2007). Even with the cove-

nant being more morally than legally binding, the language of the declaration pro-

vided, nonetheless, a normative guidepost against which human rights movements

continue to hold nations to international public account (Glendon). The Declar-

ation proclaimed human dignity as a primary value in international law,15 with

Article 1 stating: ‘‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.

They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another

in a spirit of brotherhood’’ (UNDHR, United Nations). Further, the Declaration

14The drafting subcommittee was composed of eight individuals from the United States, Lebanon, Great

Britain, France, China, Australia, Chile, and the U.S.S.R., which appointed a ‘‘working group’’ of the first

four state representatives listed. Rene Cassin, the lead author in drafting the UDHR, states all 58 nations

contributed to the final shape of the UDHR. The UDHR was adopted unanimously, albeit with eight absten-

tions from the Eastern bloc, on 10 December 1948.
15Dorothy Jones discusses why the positioning of the term dignity in the Preamble and Article 1 is

significant as a statement of intent for the whole document.
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puts on a firmer footing a principle that was nascent during the era of the

League of Nations, that is, that ‘‘Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms

set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind . . . ’’ (UNDHR,

Article 2).

Most striking in the Declaration is that it also laid out economic, social, and

cultural rights in addition to civil and political rights, emphasizing, for example,

rights to work; equal pay for equal work; a right to rest and leisure; a wage

adequate to provide for one’s health and well-being, including food, shelter, and

medical care; a right to education; the right to participate in the cultural life of

the community; all of which are declared in Article 22 as an entitlement, ‘‘indis-

pensible for his dignity and the free development of his personality’’ (UNDHR,

United Nations). This slate of declarations offers a compelling and more inclusive

framework for interpreting the longstanding concerns of American civil rights dis-

courses as human rights discourses and for the activism of African-American

women writer=activists in them.

Re-Invigorating the Intersections Among Civil and Human
Rights Discourses

As the discourses of human dignity and human rights gathered momentum by

mid-twentieth century, so too did struggles for civil rights inside the United States.

In the first half of the twentieth century, African Americans fought for democracy

abroad—twice—and supported the war efforts at home. When World War II

ended, given its spirit of freedom, truth, and justice, African Americans wanted,

indeed expected (as they had expected after the American Revolutionary War)

to see that their sacrifices had not been in vain, that there was indeed democracy

abroad and at home as well—for them as a people, who had been enslaved, domi-

nated, and oppressed in every aspect of their lives. Keeping the world safe for

democracy necessarily suggests that change—at home—would have to come. They

were disappointed. Their world—inside the authority and purview of the United

States—had not changed. It was the same as it had been for generations. Civil

rights activism escalated in the twentieth century and evolved by mid-century into

the Modern Civil Rights Movement, suggesting that African Americans felt ever

more deeply the difference between the mythos of universal human rights globally

and their own lack of rights and agency—at home.

While there is not space in a short essay to chronicle the long and substantial

history of the American Civil Rights Movement as simultaneously a movement

for freedom, justice, and equality and for human dignity and human rights, sam-

pling the texts of African-American women continues to offer a mechanism by

which to post milestones for critical engagement. After more than two centuries

of individual and collective action, African-American women writer=activists
remained outspoken about civil and human rights as a grand landscape. Consider

one last example from the late twentieth century, drawn from June Jordan’s 1985
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essay collection On Call: Political Essays. Recognized for both her inclusiveness and

her radicalism, Jordan used both her poetry and her prose to provide sharp-

tongued critiques of a full range of political issues related to the involvement

(or lack of involvement) of the U.S. government in complex international issues.

She was particularly impatient with what struck her as an underlying lack of con-

nection between the avowed values and beliefs of the United States and our actions

and inactions both in the United States and around the world. In ‘‘Moving Beyond

the Enemy: Nicaragua and South Africa,’’ she stated:

In Nicaragua, the people want to defend the democratic sovereignty that they
fought for. In South Africa, the people want to defend themselves from the atro-
city of apartheid and to achieve the sovereignty that universal human rights
confer. Perhaps the most important contribution we can make to international
justice is just this: Stop United States’ collaboration with the enemies of
self-determination. This will keep us busy. This will run us ragged. This may
make the difference that so many millions of First World peoples live for:
The difference between freedom and death. (145)

Here Jordan sees her plight and that of others in the United States as inextricably

connected to human rights as a global concept. As the title of her collection sug-

gests, Jordan places the United States and all of its people, including herself, on

call. Moreover, she insists that we are obligated to uphold these principles and

act on them deliberately and consistently—regardless of the site of crisis. In doing

so, Jordan joins a long line of African-American women writer=activists who have

linked their own futures to the future of all human beings and who have linked, as

well, their own social obligations for action to the global human enterprise. Afri-

can-American women writers and activists have consistently proclaimed, as docu-

mented in this analysis, that they see themselves by all of their personal and group

identities in the company of others as human beings who are endowed with the

dignity of being human and innately deserving of universal human rights.
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